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NEWS STAFFCarol J .  Hoche C l, Janet H. Kirst C2, Ann M. Schuster C3, Arlene E. Beardsley, Wayne E. Weber F I, Augustine L. Bellia F2, Donald L. Murphy 01, Ted Buseck OlO, Frank J . Wosniak B l, Richard L . Stebbins B2, Daniel Jones B3, Albert J . Frisina E l, Darwin Anneler E2, Helen M. Garback D l, Nancy Cavacoli D2, Ann Koberstein M l, Archie Hichers M2, Robert Daley M3, Norman Tondrowski, John Laluk MIO, Sue Vogtli, Lorraine Zmarz'y CIO.
THE INSTITOOTERThe seniors are sweating it out! Will they make it, or meet defeat? There is a gleam in every eye, and wrinkle on every forehead. Well don’t fret my dears, if you flunk, come back next year. Let’s hope that they all make graduation, and also a success in their chosen career. I’m sure that this feeling exists for the entire Class of “53” .G - is for the Good children which we know they areR - is for the Rough going they all had to takeA  - is for the Answers that were wrong by farD - is for the Dental girls that put glamour in schoolU - is for Unless they flunkA  - is for this we all know that its BunkT - is for the Toppers who led the classI - is for Ida the cute little lassO - is for no more overcuts, to abide with the ruleN - is for me the poet, whose Nuts about closing the schoolBeing serious for a few lines, I would like to take this opportunity to congratulate the departing seniors in behalf of the entire Junior body. We wish you all the very best in happiness wealth and health.

RESTRICTED INFORMATIONA  certain heavy set fellow who might be in Metallurgy had something wrong with his eye. When asked about this he said “I dunno” , the truth finally came out from a source in Dental, he had his eye

tooth pulled. I think they were pulling my leg, of course I could be wrong.To be perfectly honest with my fellow students, the reason for writing this is to fill in space. I should not have stated that truth, Jim Geary is standing behind me saying “so help me I’ll run your finger in the pencil sharpener” !He is the editor.Did you know that Jenny S. poured coffee on somebodys new suit, and did you know that D. J .  has been wearing slacks since.If any male student wishes to join the Junior R. 0. T. C. just let me know. We have a group of vil- lians who call themselves “Reserve Officers Training Corp.” Upon enlisting they give you a side arm (gun). Its a water cooled humpty nine skikity eight colt. It holds 301 shots of ice water. You are invited to visit their training grounds in the auditorium. Civillians are allowed to watch just during lunch. Use caution and don’t walk in the line of fire, you may get wet, in the event that you get wet, they will furnish you with a paper towel to dry your face with. But mind you, you will not find any men from the Metallurgy juniors or Building juniors in this organization.Your Substitooter for the Institooter

To the senior ClassThe days which you will spend in the halls of the Institute are nuunbtered, we are coming down the home stretch with the utmost of speed and if we will stop and collect our feelings for a few moments, we will find ourselves in a complex state, one of both joy and sorrow. The joy of knowing that in a very few days we will be duly rewarded with an AAS Degree, brings a feeling of contenement and accomplishment over everyone of us, but at the very same time we have a feeling of sorrow; sorrow in knowing that soon the friendships we have made and the good times that we have been having here at the Institute will soon be ended.As you sit reading this, the final issue of your school newspaper, stop and recall the days that you first entered the doors of the Institute.What a strange feeling it was that first day, each of us had an air of expectancy and great anxiety but as the days passed, one by one, this feeling began to falter and finally it dissappeared, to replace it there was a feeling of warm friendship and friendliness.It would be wonderful, if each of us became all we are capable of being in our chosen course.It would be equally wonderful, if the graduating class of 1952 would in some manner keep active in the alumni. Then we could have a reunion, where all of us could exchange the news that has been built up through the years. Just think, our joys and friendships need not come to an end, we could carry them in our heart forever.
Met-10 Intra-Mural Baseball Champs

Back row: R. Wlodarczyk, R. Allison, D. Regnet, W. Blackledge, J .  Niles, N. Tondrowski, co-captain, F. Morabito, co-captain.Front row: C. Klamut, A. Puglisi, D. Broecker, J .  Long, J .  DalPorto
L.R.C. NEWSOne of the highlights of the L. R. C’s activities for the year, was the very successful part played by a group from the club who participated in the moving up day program. The clowns and the balloons were a hit with the chldren and even with adults along the parade route. There is a possibility that this organization will make it a point in each year’s activities to provide colorful clowns for every parade presented by the Institute’s student body. Thanks go particularly to Bob Keller, Angelo Difran- ceso, and Donald Schumacher of the Mechanical section for providing necessary transportation before, during and after the parade, and to the program chairman Dick Nelson.

The club’s annual picnic was held on July 12, 1952 at Watkin’s Glen. Swimming, boating, exploring, and games, climaxed by a super barbecue constituted t h e  day’s activities.A new project, was added to the club’s agenda this year which was the establishment of the student poster cabinet. It is now underway, proving itself, to the utmost. Its appreciation can only be seen by inspecting the records which indicate its use.As always we look forward toward next year and as this year fades away, our best wishes go to the Senior L. R. C. members who are graduating from the Institute.


